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Asian Dating Thrives with Arrival of Springtime Romance 

OrientBrides Launches New Features as Website Blossoms 
 

May 4, 2010 – Springtime always generates thrilling passion across the Orient as the weather gets hotter, 

nature flourishes and Asian women and men gather to rejoice in a range of lively festivals.  

 

With cherry blossom season at its peak on the trees across Thailand, Philippines and China, it’s a time for 

couples to boost their passionate feelings and show off their romantic side. To coincide with this 

optimistic period, international dating specialist OrientBrides has added a bounty of fresh springtime 

features to her dazzling website to make the two worlds collide of Western guys and stunning Asian 

Ladies.  

 

The OrientBrides home page now literally bursts into life with an enticing selection of images in motion 

that project intriguing beauties in their native environment. All thumbnails and gorgeous photos on a 

Lady’s profile have also been made larger to ensure men receive the best possible first impression of a 

potential match. Another handy feature is the presence of a ‘NEW’ tag next to those Ladies who’ve 

recently joined www.OrientBrides.com . Guys will immediately discover who’s just arrived on the Asian 

dating scene. 

 

Live Chat has been given a major boost by a wild set of smilies that helps members break down the 

language barrier when communicating. And finding that special one in a million will be even easier now 

as members are able to remove Ladies from their contact list. This vibrant website upgrade has been 

delivered to meet the increasing demand for innovation set by gentlemen in their bold search for Asian 

beauty. 

 

About OrientBrides 

OrientBrides is the foremost online dating website and romance tour operator for international 

matchmaking across Asia. The vibrant website has over 3 million online guests per year and more than 

100,000 letters exchanged onsite daily. OrientBrides is part of the Anastasia International family, the 

industry’s leading International Introduction and Romance Tour Group. Learn more by visiting 

http://www.orientbrides.com. 
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